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SAME-SEX ATTRACTION WORKSHEET
Guidelines, Strategies and Approaches (Draft)

The purpose of this tool is to specify how we operationalize and apply the
document “Instruction Concerning the Criteria for the Discernment of Vocations
with regard to Persons with Homosexual Tendencies in view of their Admission
to the Seminary and to Holy Orders” as it pertains to the advancement of men
with transitory same-sex attraction (SSA) toward orders.

Source: The Role of Counselors in Human Formation of Seminarians with Transitory Same-sex Attraction
© 2018, Kenrick-Glennon Seminary, Saint Louis, Missouri (Draft)

SAME-SEX ATTRACTION WORKSHEET
Guidelines, Strategies and Approaches (Draft)

The process of overcoming transitory SSA will be facilitated by the student’s
ability to evidence significant growth in the following areas of self-identify and
mastery, correct impulse management, growth in spiritual fatherhood, and
celibate chastity.

SAME-SEX ATTRACTION WORKSHEET
Guidelines, Strategies and Approaches (Draft)

This tool is designed to be used by admissions committees, vocation directors,
and formators (counselors, formation advisors and spiritual directors) to assist
men who experience transitory SSA. The tool is also recommended for use by
seminarians as they work with their formators.

SAME-SEX ATTRACTION WORKSHEET
Guidelines, Strategies and Approaches

© 2018 Kenrick-Glennon Seminary, Saint Louis, Missouri (Draft)

1. Personal History & Development of SSA
The seminarian will be able to:

q Discuss unresolved issues from childhood — such as anger, bullying, emotional
abandonment, or abuse.
q Recognize and understand the origin of his SSA label.
q Articulate and express wounds of shame/sadness.
BENCHMARK:
Demonstrate an accurate understanding of one’s past. Accept the truth about that past.
Integrate the meaning and impact of that history-in a healthy, holy way-as it affects current
and future dispositions and actions.
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2. Primary Identity, Gender & Sexual Identity
The seminarian will be able to:

q Recognize that his identity is as a child of God – not a homosexual person.
q Understand and manifest masculine identity not based on sexual attractions.
q Grow in ability to see his authentic masculinity without feelings of inadequacy.
BENCHMARK:

Demonstrate an accurate understanding of the dimensions of his male identity.
Accept the truth that his identity is as a man, a beloved son of the Father. Integrate
the characteristics of his male identity into actions that express spiritual fatherhood.
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3. Intimacy, Relationships & Boundaries
The seminarian will be able to:

q Recognize and modify unhealthy craving for male acceptance and approval.
q Develop and enact appropriate boundaries for chaste, intimate relationships
with males.
q Refrain from emotional lability with exclusive male friends.
BENCHMARK:

Demonstrate an understanding of healthy and holy boundaries and relationships with
others. Accept the freedom of self and others to make a gift of themselves in a chaste
way. Initiate and maintain relationships with others free from unhealthy attachments.
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4. Sexual Impulses, Feelings & Behaviors
The seminarian will be able to:

q Understand the feelings, events, cues, and motivations for an attraction to a
specific male.
q Conduct self (behaviors, dress, talk) in a modest fashion.
q Recognize an affective desire for spiritual fatherhood.
BENCHMARK:

Demonstrate, accept and teach an accurate understanding of natural law values
and Church teaching on sexuality and SSA (i.e., the purpose of sexuality as unitive and
pro-generative). Accept the spousal meaning of his own sexuality in the gift of
celibacy. Express his sexuality in chaste thoughts and actions.
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5. Holy, Healthy Life Strategies & Self-Mastery
The seminarian will be able to:

q Direct self in positive self-talk and activity selection.
q Utilize alone time fruitfully (enjoy his own company).
BENCHMARK:

Demonstrate a strong level of affective maturity and self-mastery. Accept the need for daily,
ongoing structure and discipline. Plan and monitor healthy self-regulation techniques and
habits. Accept accountability for his affective maturity on a daily basis.
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6. Spiritual Integration of Sexuality
The seminarian will be able to:

q Recognize St. Joseph as a chaste, loving, and affirming father and role model.
q Understand his chastity as a sacrifice for the sake of the Kingdom.
q Grow in strong relationship with Mary, recognizing her gifts as complementary
to male strength.
BENCHMARK:

Demonstrate an understanding that his sexuality can draw him closer to God.
Accept his sexuality struggles as part of his share in the Cross. Integrate his sexual
and spiritual identity in a deepening relationship with each Person of the Trinity,
with Mary, and the communion of Saints.

SELF-LABELING
Early Experience
As a normal part of development, children sometimes go through same-sex
sexual exploration. This may lead to arousal. The experience of that, or the
memory of that, may lead to mislabeling.
Envy
Because children develop at different times, and because some people suffer
from a poor body image, it can happen that a child is drawn to the body of a
same-sex individual. But this may be envy, not sexual attraction. The experience
of that, or the memory of that, may lead to mislabeling.
Source: Hope And Holiness: Pastoral Care for Those with Same-Sex Attraction
© 2016, Archdiocese of Saint Louis, Missouri (February 2016)

SELF-LABELING
Developmental Issues
Especially during adolescence, it often happens that a person is drawn to the
abilities, privileges, skills and/or gifts of another person of the same sex.
Due to the normal increase of sexual feelings during puberty these feelings may
become eroticized. They may feel like they are falling in love. It may also
happen that a young person is experiencing deep friendship for the first time.
They may feel like they are falling in love with a best friend. The experience of
that, or the memory of that, may lead to mislabeling.
Attention Getting
Most of us desire to fit in and be accepted by others. Sometimes a person
labels themselves, in the absence of any same-sex desire or inclinations, for the
purpose of drawing attention to themselves or harming others (e.g. parents).

SELF-LABELING
Sexual Abuse
When sexual abuse is perpetrated by a same-sex offender the victim’s response
may include both repulsion and arousal. They may misinterpret arousal as an
indication of a same-sex attraction. They may also mistakenly think that a
same-sex perpetrator sees a same-sex inclination in them of which they are not
aware.
When sexual abuse is perpetrated by a member of the opposite sex the victim
may generalize a negative response to the opposite sex. In such cases a person
may mistakenly label themselves.

SELF-LABELING
Internet Pornography
It can happen that one is exposed to same-sex pornography on the internet.
This experience can lead to arousal, especially in a young person’s sexual
development, especially if this is their first exposure to this kind of portrayal
of the human body in the context of sexual activity. This experience, or the
memory of it, may lead to mislabeling.

LABELING BY OTHERS
Male/Female Stereotypes
Some people don’t fit the usual societal expectation of male/female body and
behavior. These individuals are often mislabeled by their peers: pansy, sissy,
butch, gay, etc. These labels may influence the individual’s self-perception.
Bullying
Sometimes a person is labeled by others who intend to hurt them or their
reputation. These labels may influence the individual’s self-perception.

LABELING BY OTHERS
Having a Same-Sex Admirer
If a person is vulnerable, lonely, or suffering from a poor self-image, they may
find themselves enjoying the attention or affection of a same-sex admirer.
This attention or affection may influence the person’s self-perception, and he
or she may willingly accept an erroneous label.
Finally, when doubt or curiosity lead to experimentation, these experiences
form memories which shape the person’s self-understanding. This is why
chastity is essential to forming healthy self-understanding.

CHASTE INTERNET USAGE PROFILE QUESTIONS (IFACTS)
I—Impact on Life
• What are the consequences of this behavior?
• What is the impact on conduct, relationships,
and responsibilities?
• Have significant relationships suffered
adversely because of this behavior?
• Does the seminarian confide in others in
relationship?
• Is there a decline in self-care or
responsibilities?

F—Frequency
• How often does the seminarian engage in
this activity?
• How long is the viewing time?
• Has the frequency or duration of viewing
increased?
• Is the seminarian aware of time and duration
of usage?

CHASTE INTERNET USAGE PROFILE QUESTIONS (IFACTS)
A—Attempt to Modify

C—Content

What has been done to change behavior?

What is being viewed? What medium

What has been successful, what has failed?

(computer, television, phone, tablet, etc.)?

(e.g. What steps have been taken to change the
behavior? Are the levels of risk and aversive
consequences increasing?)

What types of sites, chat rooms, interactive
sites, or buying, sending of material are
present?
(e.g. What is being viewed? Is there
interactive activity like chat rooms or
texting?)

CHASTE INTERNET USAGE PROFILE QUESTIONS (IFACTS)
T—Triggers

S—Student Response

What are the “cues” (emotions,

How does the seminarian respond to usage?

circumstances, behavior) which trigger

Does the seminarian utilize defense mechanisms

usage? What are the “reinforcements” of

such as minimization of problem, responsibility

usage?

for conduct, level of truthfulness, desire for

(e.g. Can the seminarian identify reasons for

change, cooperation with formators?

viewing, such as reduction of stress,

(e.g. Does the seminarian possess a desire to

boredom,

change; is he taking steps to do so in cooperation

anger, or loneliness?)

with formation?)
Note: Spiritual directors and formators must be willing
to assist by assessing these areas through respectful
questioning

LEVELS OF UNCHASTE INTERNET USAGE
PERIODIC
Infrequent use of unchaste internet site.
Accompanied by remorse and desire to alter
behavior. Although time between use can vary
widely, there is a clear difficulty in curtailing
or completely stopping this behavior.

HABITUAL
Periodic use of unchaste internet sites with
increasing frequency. Accompanied by remorse
and desire and attempts to change.
There is typically a pattern of more purposeful
and premeditated activity and an increased sense
of failure and shame. There is often a clear
connection between use and life problems or
stressors.

LEVELS OF UNCHASTE INTERNET USAGE
COMPULSIVE
Frequent use of unchaste internet site in spite of recurrent and adverse consequences.
Negative consequences may include repeated failure to fulfill major responsibilities,
disruption of relationships, disruption of social obligations, and a compromising of moral,
spiritual, and emotional beliefs.
Viewing may be accompanied by increased cravings, use of defense mechanisms such as
denial and rationalization, as well as failed attempts to quit and non-compliance with
formation interventions.
The patterns and rituals of use are becoming stronger and more resistant to change.
The seminarian is aware that his patterns are becoming more habituated and dysfunctional
but still remains unable to quit. At this level, the seminarian may not be suitable to remain
in seminary formation. His need for psychological intervention is beyond what the seminary
is able to provide.

LEVELS OF UNCHASTE INTERNET USAGE
ADDICTIVE
Intensified use of unchaste internet sites driven by more intense cravings. This includes a
disregard for recurrent additional undesirable consequences. An increasing use of more
sexually arousing material and amount of time spent on viewing this material is evident.
At this level, vocational obligations are seriously compromised. The usage becomes more
secretive and involves withdrawal from support systems. Repeated failure to refrain from
addictive viewing is present. Increasing cybersex behavior that involves others may be
present. (i.e. sexting, sexual chat rooms, purchase of pornography, sending of pornography,
meeting with others for sexual behavior).
This level indicates involvement beyond the resources of the seminary. The defensive
strategies at this level are extremely well developed, highly resistant to intervention and
characterized by extreme denial and other complex defense mechanisms. At this level of
involvement, the seminarian would be dismissed to avail himself of beneficial services. `

INTERVENTIONS FOR UNCHASTE INTERNET USAGE
PROFILE: PERIODIC
STUDENT ACTION
REQUIRED
§ Sacramental forgiveness.
§ Desire and plan to amend
behavior.
§ Appropriate contrition and
desire for conversion of heart.
§ Insight into behavior; its causes
and consequences.
§ Notification to SD.

INDICATORS OF
INCREASING SEVERITY

SEMINARY
ACTION

§ Withholding history of behavior
and current behavior from SD.

§ Periodic usage may remain in
internal forum. *

§ Engagement in more complex
defense mechanisms (e.g.
rationalization).

* Excluding the occasion of the
sacrament of confession, any
knowledge or suspicion of
viewing of child pornography
will be referred immediately to
the proper law enforcement
authorities.

INTERVENTIONS FOR UNCHASTE INTERNET USAGE
PROFILE: HABITUAL
STUDENT ACTION
REQUIRED
§ ALL OF THE ABOVE
§ Notification to SD.
§ Notification to external forum.
§ Appointment with formation advisor,
counselor, minister of spiritual
healing.
§ Willingness to be transparent and
truthful.
§ Appropriate ordering of desires.
§ Desire for conversion.
§ Cooperation with spiritual formation
plans.
§ Cooperation with human formation
plans.

INDICATORS OF
INCREASING SEVERITY

SEMINARY
ACTION

§ Failure to comply with efforts to
change behaviors.

§ Seminarian must be advised to bring
this issue to external forum.

§ Increasing immature defense
mechanisms such as cognitive
distortions.

§ Inner healing prayer will be made
available.

§ Avoidance of responsibilities.
§ Relationship problems or isolation.
§ Decrease in spiritual practices.
§ Highly defensive attitudes.
§ Untruthful reporting.

§ Counseling will be provided and
compliance monitored.
§ If seminarian fails to comply with his
Spiritual Director, the Spiritual
Director may formally end the spiritual
direction relationship & refer
seminarian to in-house Counselor and
Formation Advisor.
§ If seminarian fails to comply with
human formation directors/counselor,
administration must be notified.

INTERVENTIONS FOR UNCHASTE INTERNET USAGE
PROFILE: COMPULSIVE
STUDENT ACTION
REQUIRED
§ ALL OF THE ABOVE.
§ Detox plans in place.
§ Self-report required weekly.
§ Use of accountability partner.
§ Notable decline in compulsive
behavior.

INDICATORS OF
INCREASING SEVERITY
§ Exacerbation of behavior
(sexting, internet chat rooms,
unchaste posting, etc.)
§ Increased cravings.
§ Boundary crossings involving
others (such as face to face
meetings).
§ Disregard for negative
consequences.
§ Non-compliance with formators.

SEMINARY
ACTION
§ ALL OF THE ABOVE.
§ Consultation with vocation
director by end of Theology I
regarding possible dismissal
from Seminary.
§ Re-evaluation of progress
made.

INTERVENTIONS FOR UNCHASTE INTERNET USAGE
PROFILE: ADDICTIVE
STUDENT ACTION
REQUIRED
§ Withdrawal from seminary.

INDICATORS OF
INCREASING SEVERITY
§ Behaviors deeply entrenched.
§ Inability to modify addictive
behaviors.

SEMINARY
ACTION
§ Dismissal from Seminary.

PERSONAL HABIT WORKSHEET
These increase mindfulness, awareness and watchfulness.

1. Describe your habit as you usually think about it.
(Do you simply refer to your habit as an unchaste “fall”?)
2. Re-write your habit – in honest words – what are you really doing
and what is the effect of that behavior.
3. Write how your unchaste habits contradict your values and why.
4. Write what you truly desire and hope to change.
5. Record cues/triggers for your habit (mood, beliefs, stimuli).

PERSONAL HABIT WORKSHEET
6.

Routine: Write the steps of your habit.

7.

Reinforcement: Record the positive and negative rewards of
your habit. Positive: (Get what you want)

8.

Negative: (Avoid what you don’t want)

9.

Write the modifications you have created for your new habit:

10. Devise strategies for craving control.
11. Write your plan for relapse prevention.

THE AUGUSTINE WAY MODULES
Introduction & Spiritual
Commitment Pledge
Module 1 - Creating a Desire for Change
• Accountability Partners

Module 2 - Understanding Habits
• The Dynamics of Habit

Module 3 - Willpower

• Irrational Thoughts & Permission
Beliefs Worksheet
• Ego Defense Mechanisms

Module 4 - Cue Recognition
• Cue Detox Worksheet

Module 5 - Habit Routine

• Routine Change Worksheet
• How to Change a Habit Flowchart

Module 6 – Reward

• Healthy Rewards Worksheet
• Positive Pursuits

Module 7 - Craving & Relapse Prevention
• Craving Control Worksheet
• Craving and Relapse Resources
• Physical Relaxation Techniques

Module 8 - Consecration to the Lord

• 5 Keys for Healing and Deliverance Prayer
• Ascetic Practices Worksheet
• Process of Healing of Memories Prayer
• Daily Particular Examination of Conscience
• Quotes of the Saints for Purity

Appendix

• Into the Breach by Bishop Thomas Olmsted
• Confessions by Saint Augustine
• Bought With a Price by Bishop Paul S. Loverde

GROUP MEETING OUTLINE

vPRAYER
vDIDACTIC
vDISCUSSION/REPORTING - ACCOUNTABILITY
vACTION ITEMS
vFINAL PRAYER

MEETING OUTLINE
GROUP RULES:
v Commit to duration of group.
(2 semesters/meeting every other week)
v Commit to confidentiality.
v Pray daily for group members.
v Read daily readings.
v Participate when in the group.
v Conduct oneself in group with respect
for other members.
v Complete action items for each module.
v Engage an accountability partner.

GUIDELINES FOR SHARING:
v Take responsibility for your comments by
speaking in the first person.
(e.g., I think, I feel…)
v Do not interrupt others when they
are speaking.
v Give feedback to others in a respectful
manner.
v Avoid making comments or hearsay about
others outside of group.
v Be attentive to the needs of others and
avoid monopolizing discussions.
v Respect boundaries for sharing set by
the group.

Cue

Routine

Reward

MY ACTION PLAN
Action Items:
q Complete items (1-4) on Habit Worksheet.

(See Front Pocket.)
q Complete Making Progress for this module.
q Read “Preface” and “Foreword” in

Bought With a Price by Bishop Paul S. Loverde.
q Watch video clip:
Good Life Project Interview with
Charles Duhigg on The Power of Habit.

MY PERSONAL GOALS
Making Progress:
q I have learned how habits develop and change.
q I have decided what I really value.
q I have articulated a desire to change a habit.
q I have been honest with myself and others.
My personal goal for this module is:
______________________________________
______________________________________
To accomplish this goal I will:
______________________________________
______________________________________

TREATING ANXIETY/DEPRESSION
IN THE SEMINARIAN

40 million people in the U.S. suffer from anxiety
Prevalent in schools of Law and Theology

RECOGNIZE POSSIBLE SYMPTOMS:
• Scrupulosity
• Perfectionism
• Procrastination
• Excessive worry
• Excessive rule explanations
• Social awkwardness

• Avoidance of public responsibility
(public speaking, cantoring, etc.)
• Isolation
• Quick exits from meals, social
gatherings
• Use of mood soothing behaviors
like pornography, masturbation,
drinking
• Excessive napping

SEMINARY
MANIFESTATIONS:

SEMINARY
INTERVENTIONS:

• Obsessive-Compulsive
Disorder
• Social Anxiety
• Generalized Anxiety
Disorder
• Panic Attacks

• Diagnosis
• Individual Counseling
• Group Counseling
(20 years in operation at
Kenrick Seminary)

• Psychiatric Consultation for
possible medication

ANXIETY GROUPS AT KENRICK SEMINARY
• 8—10 students
• Meet twice per month
• Are receiving individual help in counseling
• Didactics provided
• Student reporting and resourcing each other

SAMPLE DIDACTICS FOR GROUPS
MODULE 1
Neurophysiology of the Brain
a) Primary brain structures
b) Limbic system structures
c) Neurotransmitters
d) Habit formation
e) Purpose of worry

MODULE 2
Definition & Clarification of Terms

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Anxiety v. Worry v. Caution
Ambiguity
Social anxiety
Stress & Eustress
Mind blanking v. panic
attacks

SAMPLE DIDACTICS FOR GROUPS
MODULE 3
Competencies
a) Capacity to eliminate or
reduce stressors
b) Time management &
environment
c) Managing attitude
d) Relaxation/physical care
e) Interpersonal adaptability

MODULE 4
Types of Fear: Learned, suppressed,
traumatic
a) Memory alternation
techniques
b) Three C’s of successful
exposure
c) Connection to anger
d) Weaken negative memory
strengthen positive memory
e) phobias

SAMPLE DIDACTICS FOR GROUPS
MODULE 5
Related Syndromes
a) TMA (too much activity)
b) Perfectionism
c) Procrastination
d) Comparison fallacies

MODULE 6
Anxiety Reduction Strategies I
a) Diaphragmatic breathing
b) Progressive muscle relaxation
c) Conflict management skills
d) Cognitive distortion reduction
e) Catastrophic thinking

SAMPLE DIDACTICS FOR GROUPS
MODULE 7
Anxiety Reduction Strategies II
a) Positive self talk/images
b) In vivo exposure
c) Secondary reinforcers
d) Meditation/mindfulness

MODULE 8
Additional Considerations
a) Anxiety self-evaluation
b) Pre/Post testing
c) Individual anxiety mastery
plan
d) Belief systems
e) Outside resources

